Workshop “IS in Egyptian across time”

Guests:  Eitan Grossman (Israel)
         Andreas Stauder (USA)
         Ewa Zakrzewska (Netherlands)

Date:    24.-26.06.2014

Place:   Institute of African Studies, African languages
         Berlin-Mitte, Sophienstr. 22a

Preliminary program:

Tuesday, 24.6.2014:
12:00    Lunch: Oliva or Mittendrin
14:00    presentation of Berlin project ‘Predicate-centered focus in Africa’
16:00    Linguistic Colloquium: V. Apel (Berlin), IS in Fula texts
18:00    Workshop dinner

Wednesday, 25.6.2014:
10:00    A. Stauder: Information structure in Earlier Egyptian
11:00    E. Grossman: Verb focus in Coptic: a synchronic lay of the land and a
diachronic puzzle
12:00    Lunch: Oliva or Mittendrin
13:30    E. Zakrzewska: Thetic utterances in Bohairic Coptic
14:30    T. Güldemann et al.: Final discussion